
CRIMINAL COURT OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF QUEENS: PART AP-2 
------------------------------------------------------------------x 
THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, 

-against-

VIRENDER SINGH, 
Defendant. 

----------------------------------------------------------------x 

SIRS/MADAMS: 

NOTICE OF 

MOTION 

Docket No. 2015QN034136 

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that upon the annexed affirmation of ENRICO DEMARCO, ESQ. 
and MANMEET SINGH MEHENDIRATTA, ESQ. duly affirmed this 3rd day of September, 
2015, the undersigned will move the Criminal Court of the City of New York, Queens County, 
Part AP-2, located atl25-0l Queens Blvd, Kew Gardens, N Y  11415 Street, New York, N.Y., on 
the 23rd day of September 2015, at 9:30 o'clock in the forenoon of that day or as soon as counsel 
can be heard for an Order: 

(i) Dismissing the accusatory instrument in the furtherance of justice pursuant to 
C.P.L § § 170.30( l)(g), 170.40(1); 

(ii) Dismissing the accusatory instrument as it is legally insufficient to sustain the 
charged offenses pursuant to C.P.L. § 100.15(3); 

(iii) Demand for Discovery; 

(iv) Motion for Discovery; 

(v) Demand for a Bill of Particulars; 

(vi) Motion to Suppress Tangible Evidence; 

(vii) Motion to Suppress/Preclude Statements; 

(viii) Motion to Preclude Identification Testimony; 

(ix) Motion to Permit Inspection and Recording of Certain Evidence; 

(x) Motion for Reservation of Further Motions; and 



(xi) Granting any other relief that may be just and proper. 

DATED: Forest Hills, New York 
September 3, 20 15 

TO: HON. RICHARD BROWN 
DISTRICT ATTORNEY 
QUEENS COUNTY 

MOTION CLERK 
CRIMINAL COURT 
QUEENS COUNTY 

Yours, etc., 

ENRICO DEMARCO, ESQ 
Attorney for the Defendant VIRENDER SINGH 

118-21 Queens Blvd., Suite 603 
Forest Hills, New York 11375 
(718) 520-7500 

MANMEET SINGH MEHENDIRATTA, ESQ. 
Attorney for the Defendant VIRENDER SINGH 

118-21 Queens Blvd. Suite 603 

Forest Hills, NY 11375 

(347) 484-1512 
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PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORI< 

-against-

VIRENDER SINGH, 
Defendant. 

-------------------------------------------------------------){ 

Docket No. 2015QN034136 

AFFIRMATION IN SUPPORT 

ENRICO DEMARCO and MANMEET SINGH MEHENDIRATTA, attorneys duly 

admitted to practice law in the State ofNew York affirms the following as true under penalties of 

perjury: 

I. We are attorneys of record for defendant VIRENDER SINGH and submit this 

affirmation in support of the within motion to requesting that the Court dismiss the accusatory 

instrument in the furtherance of justice, failure to allege evidentiary facts sufficient to sustain the 

charged crimes and other relief requested in the instant motion. 

STATEMEMENT OF FACTS 

2. Defendant is charged by information under docket number 2015QN034 136 with 

two counts of Criminal Possession of a Weapon in the Fourth Degree (PL§ 265.0 1-2) where 

according to Detective Warren Brown of Narcotics Borough Queens he is alleged to have 

possessed (2) daggers on his person on July 2, 20 15 in the vicinity of 1 19-65 130tl' Street, 



Queens County, New York. (See Annexed Information). Defendant admits for purposes of the 

motion that on the day of this incident he was in possession of what were religious objects 

known as kirpans (small swords that represent a profession of Mr. Singh' s religious faith as a 

devout Sikh) that were concealed under his clothing, and that were otherwise contained in a 

sheath and not visible to the naked eye and/or public. 

3. Defendant, a devout initiated member of the Sikh faith, is a 17 year old boy and is 

a ward of the State of New York. He is presently under the supervision of an organization named 

the Children's Village of New York, which has placed him under the case of a foster mother 

named Hernetha Glover. Defendant has no prior criminal history or contacts with law 

enforcement prior to the instant case. Defendant entered US (2) years ago from India. Defendant 

comes from a broken home in the rural parts ofHaryana, India, where he was constantly beaten 

and harassed by his alcoholic father. To save himself from a lifetime of misery, and seek a better 

life, Defendant, at the tender age of (15), made a huge decision to come to the United States. 

When he arrived, to sustain himself in this new world, he started working as a construction 

worker and continued to do so until November, 2014 when he severely injured his spine while 

lifting items at his work place, and he could no longer do the work that required heavy lifting. He 

suffered from a dislocated disc in the spine and other injuries. After multiple visits for treatment 

to various hospitals in Queens, and medical staff noting he was a minor which created obstacles 

in his medical treatment, the hospital authorities referred him to the Children's Village, who in 

turn placed him under the care of a foster mother. Mr. Singh currently lives at the foster 

mother's residence located in Queens County, NY . 

4. Since January of this year, Defendant is enrolled in the John Adams High School 



in South Ozone Park, Queens. He is in the 11th grade. He is a model student and is earning good 

grades. He aspires to become an engineer. 

5. On the evening the Defendant was arrested on July 2, 2015, he was on his way to 

the Gurudwara (Sikh House ofWorship) named Sikh Cultural Society ofNew York in 

Richmond Hill, Queens. Mr. Simgh was stopped a short distance from his residence by police 

officers en route to the house of worship. Being a devout Sikh, going to the Gurudwara is 

Defendant's routine. He walks to the Gurudwara everyday around 4 P.M. and returns home 

around 9 P.M. after offering late evening prayers. As usual, he was walking to the Gurdwara that 

day when he was stopped by the narcotics police officers. Defendant stands out due to his 

initiated Sikh identity. He wears a tall turban and has an open flowing beard. When he tried to 

ask the police why did they stop him, the officer put his hand on his kirpan (short religious sword 

worn by initiated Sikhs, one of the mandated five articles of faith worn by initiated Sikhs at all 

times). This article of his faith Sikhs are mandated to have on their person at all times, even 

while showering and sleeping. Defendant in his limited English offered the officers his foster 

mother's cell phone number, and tried to convince them to speak to her since she is a native 

English speaker and could better to explain to them the wearing of the kirpan, and to see videos 

and do some internet search on Sikhism, but to no avail. Defendant was arrested and taken to the 

precinct. 

It is important to note that the kirpans seized in this case was concealed, and the blade of 

the kirpan was sealed in a sheath that is not visible to the naked eye. Mr. Singh denies the 

allegation that the kirpan was clipped on his waistband in a manner that it was visible to the 

public or to observation by the naked eye. The kirpan in this case was concealed from public 

view, and the officers could not see the kirpan before physically stopping and searching Mr. 



Singh, and the police officer had no lawful authority to seize the kirpan from his waist area and 

conducted a further search of his person. Further, the additional kirpan that was situated under 

Mr. Singh' s clothing near his chest area and was seized from beneath his clothing after he was 

physically seized. 

SIKHISM 

Sikhism was founded over 500 years ago, and the central tenets of the religion were 

enunciated over 240 years fueled by the ten gurus (spiritual masters). Surinder Singh Kohli, Real 

Sikhism 5 (1994); Santokh Singh, Fundamentals of Sikhism 21  (1991). Sikhism is the fifth 

largest religion in the world. Guru Nanak Sikh Society of Yuba City v. County of Sutter, 326 F. 

Supp. 2d 1128, 1130 n. l (E.D. Cal. 2003). Currently, there are over 20 million Sikhs worldwide, 

including those Sikhs who commit to "make the obligations of their faith central to their lives by 

becoming initiated, or Khalsa Sikhs." Brief for Appellant at I, Cheema v. Thompson, 1994 U.S. 

App. LEXIS 24160 (9th Cir. Sept. 2, 1994) (No 94-16097). 

Initiated Sikhs wear five sacred articles of faith which serve as a reminder of their spiritual 

commitment to God. These five articles of faith, known as the five ks, are: kesh (uncut hair 

covered by a turban), kangaa (comb), kara (a steel or iron brangle), the kachhera (specially 

designed underwear), and the kirpan (a small spiritual sword). Singh id 9 1-97. It is essential to 

their purpose that these items are worn at all times. Initiated Sikhs wear these items whether 

they are at work, school, bathing, or even sleeping. The kirpan is generally hidden from public 

view as it is worn under clothing, held by a gaatra, (cloth belt) in a sheath and the blade is 

concealed and not visible to the naked eye. The tradition of the five articles dates back to 1699, 

and they remain as important today as they did in the 17th Century. The Sikh code of conduct, 



known as Rehat Maryada (Exhibit A), stresses that a Sikh must have the five articles on their 

person at all times. 

I. ACCUSATORY INSTRUMENT SHOULD BE DISMISSED IN THE 

INTEREST OF JUSTICE 

The defendant moves to dismiss the accusatory interest in the interest of justice. 

Legal Precedents 

In People v. Singh, 135 Misc. 2d 701 (N. Y. Crim. Ct. 1987), after being charged with 

possession of a knife (kirpan) as in the present case, defendant, an initiated Sikh, maintained that 

the knife was a symbol of his religion and, as such, that carrying it was not done with intent to 

possess in violation of any law but rather to adhere to the tenets of his religion. The court stated 

that, while freedom to believe and worship as one chose had to remain absolute and unfettered, 

the state could restrict acts and conduct ifthe intrusion was justified by a compelling state 

interest to protect the health and safety of its citizens. The court held that the connection between 

the prohibited act and public safety justified the lack of a scienter requirement in the enforcement 

of §_JQ:lJ.'.l.fo). However, the court dismissed the prosecution, stating that, although the state 

could maintain its action because there was no basis for dismissal as a matter of law, the 

continued prosecution would not be in furtherance of justice and would serve no useful purpose. 

On May 3, 2014, the New York City Port Authority Police Department issued a criminal 

summons to Mr. Maninder Singh for carrying two kirpans through an airport security 

checkpoint. The summons charged l\}:r. Singh with violating New York City Administrative 

Code§ 10-133, which prohibits the carrying of knives with blade lengths of 4 inches or more. 



Defendant's counsel argued that the Jaw should provide an exemption to Sikhs who carry 

kirpans as part of their First Amendment right to freely exercise their religion. She explained that 

under a similar case in 1987, People of the State of New York v. Partab Singh, the court had 

dismissed all criminal kirpan charges against the Sikh defendant. The Queens Court agreed with 

the reasoning and dismissed all criminal charges against Mr. Maninder Singh. 

New York Citv v. Makhan Singh 

In November 2001, the Queens District Attorney's office decided to drop weapons possession 

charges against Makhan Singh for wearing a one foot long kirpan openly over his clothing in 

John F. Kennedy Airport. 

New York City v. Joginder Singh 

In October 2002, a judge in criminal court in Manhattan dismissed criminal charges against 

Joginder Singh for wearing a kirpan after learning that the kirpan is a religious article of faith. 

City ofNew York v. Harjit Singh and Lal Singh Jassal 

In January 2002, a judge in criminal court in Manhattan dismissed criminal charges against 

Harjit Singh and Lal Singh for wearing a kirpan after learning that the kirpan is a religious article 

of faith. 

New York v. Kashmir Singh 

In April 2004, a prosecutor in Manhattan dropped criminal charges against a Sikh cab driver for 

carrying the kirpan. 

In Tagore v. United States, 735 F.3d 324 (5th Cir. Tex. 2013), the U.S. fo� the first time 

recognized that the kirpan is a religious article entitled to accommodation under federal law, 

settling an ex-US. Internal Revenue Service accountant's discrimination suit. The Federal 



Protective Service entered into an agreement with Kawaljeet K. Tagore shortly before a trial was 

due to begin over the Religious Freedom Restoration Act claim, saying the plaintiff would be 

granted an exemption from federal law for three years to enter certain federal buildings with her 

kirpan that has a blade of 4.5 inches. 

Other Considerations 

The federal government recently enacted a new policy allowing for greater accommodation of 

Sikh kirpans in most federal buildings. The federal government implemented this policy on 

December 10, 2012, and made it public in February of 2013. 

The policy applies to the 9,000+ federal facilities secured by the U.S. Department of Homeland 

Security's Federal Protective Service (FPS). 

The Policy 

Federal law generally bars the entry of what it considers "weapons" into federal facilities. 

However, the new FPS policy acknowledges that civil rights laws may mandate the entry of 

certain seemingly prohibited items - like kirpans - into federal government buildings. 

Previously, federal law barred the entry of knives with blade lengths of 2.5 inches or greater

including kirpans - into federal facilities. 

Under the new policy: 

• Sikhs carrying kirpans with blades of less than 2.5 inches will, in most instances, 

continue to be allowed entry into FPS-secured buildings with their kirpans. 

• Sikhs carrying kirpans with blades 2.5 inches or greater may request an exception 

(temporary) or exemption (permanent) to enter FPS-secured buildings with their kirpans. 

The granting of an accommodation is discretionary. 



• Sikhs initially denied entry with their kirpans will have an opportunity to appeal the 

decision to FPS headquarters. 

Further, attached herewith are various letters from family members, associates and friends 

that we request that the Court consider. Various friends, family members or persons that know 

Mr. Singh describe him as a dedicated volunteer at the Sikh House of Worship, community 

activist, hardworking individual and a devout initiated Sikh. (Exhibit B) 

Defendant requests that the Court dismiss this accusatory instrument in the interest 

of justice. CP.L. § § l 70.30(1)(g), 170.40(1). 

An accusatory instrument may be dismissed in the furtherance of justice "even 

though there may be no basis for dismissal as a matter of law .. . such dismissal is required as a 

matter of judicial discretion by the existence of some compelling factor, consideration or 

circumstance clearly demonstrating that the conviction or the prosecution of defendant. . . .  

would constitute or result in injustice." See CPL 170.40(1). 

The Court in deciding this motion is required to examine individually and 

collectively the following factors: 

(a) the seriousness and circumstances of the offenses; 

(b) the extent of harm caused by the offense; 

( c) the evidence of guilt, whether admissible or inadmissible at trial; 

( d) the history, character and condition of defendant; 

(e) any exceptionally serious misconduct oflaw enforcement personnel in the 

investigation, arrest, and prosecution of defendant; 

(f) the purpose and effect of imposing upon defendant a sentence authorized for the 

offense; 



(g) the impact of the dismissal upon the confidence of the public in the criminal justice 

system; 

(h) the impact of a dismissal on the safety or welfare of the community; 

(i) where the court deems appropriate, the attitude of the complainant or victim with 

respect to the motion; 

G) any other relevant factor that a judgment of conviction would serve no useful 

purpose. 

See CPL Sec. 170.40(1) (a)-G). 

The offense in this case involves a non-violent class A misdemeanor. There is no 

evidence that Mr. Singh intended to use the kirpans, articles of his religious faith, in any 

unlawful manner against any person. 

The defendant's history and character demonstrates that he is a religiously devote 

young man that carried the kripans as an expression of his Sikh religion. Defendant has no prior 

criminal history or contacts with law enforcement. 

The authorized sentence for this offense could be a one ( 1) year sentence of 

incarceration, a fine, to three (3) years probation, and any other conditions the Court may 

impose. A sentence of incarceration would have no beneficial or positive effect. First, the 

sentence of incarceration would not be fitting even if the People were able to prove defendant 

committed these offenses beyond a reasonable doubt because of the nature of the offense and 

defendant's character, background, age and the circumstances of the possession of the knife. A 

probationary sentence will have no effect or purpose given this defendant has lead a law abiding 

life and his every day conduct is exemplary. There is no societal interest or necessity to supervise 

or incarcerate such an individual given the attending factors outlined in this case. 



6. The impact of the dismissal would have a positive impact upon the confidence of 

the public in the criminal justice system, because it would demonstrate that certain leniency is to 

be granted for persons who carry such articles as a profession of their faith and who commit non-

violent offenses that represent little breach of the public peace and/or welfare, and cause no 

injury to others. Further, dismissal of this proceeding would be in accord with other Courts and 

their rulings granting dismissal in the interest of justice. People v. Singh, 135Misc. 2d 701 (N.Y. 

Crim. Ct. 1987) 

Further, a dismissal would not negatively compromise the safety or welfare of the 

community. Mr. Singh's conduct does not evidence that he poses a risk or there is a danger that 

he would negatively compromise the safety or welfare of the community. 

Based upon the foregoing, imposing a judgment of conviction against this 

defendant would not serve any useful and/or just purpose, and defendant requests that the Court 

and the District Attorney dismiss the accusatory instrument in the furtherance of justice. 

II MOTION TO DISMISS THE A CCU SA TORY INSTRUMENT 

The accusatory instrument must be dismissed pursuant to C.P.L. § 100.15(3) because the 

allegations in the information are legally insufficient to establish the offenses charged or any lesser 

included offense in the information. Defendant is charged with Criminal Possession of a Weapon in the 

Fourth Degree (PL 265.01(2)) which reads in pertinent part: 

A person is guilty of criminal possession of a weapon in the fourth degree when: .. . [h ]e 
possesses any dagger, dangerous knife, dirk, razor, stiletto, imitation pistol, or any other 
dangerous or deadly instrument or weapon with intent to use the same unlm�fully against 
another. (emphasis added) 

There is no sworn factual allegations of an evidentiary character stated in the 

instrument that defendant engaged in conduct evidencing an intent to use the kirpans unlawfully 

against another person. Further, there is no allegation in the instrument where the deponent sets 



forth his basis for believing that the kirpans in this case were "daggers" within the meaning of 

the statute, and that Mr. Singh possessed the kirpans (articles of his religious faith possessed by 

him while en route to a house of worship) with the intent to use these articles unlawfully against 

another person. "The factual part of such instrument must contain a statement of the 

complainant alleging facts of an evidentiary character supporting or tending to support the 

charges" CPL§ 100.15(3). 

According, as the factual part of the accusatory instmment fails to allege sufficient facts of an 

evidentiary nature to support the offenses charged, the instmment must be dismissed as it is legally 

insufficient. 

III. DEMAND FOR DISCOVERY 

Pursuant to Section 240.20(1) of the CPL., the defendant demands the prosecution disclose 

and/or make available for inspection, photographing, copying or testing the following: 

a. Any written, recorded or oral statement of the defendant or co-defendant 

made to a public servant engaged in law enforcement activity or to a person 

then acting under his/her direction or in cooperation with him/her; 

b. Any transcript of testimony relating to the Criminal action or proceeding 

pending against the defendant, given by the defendant, or by a co-defendant 

to be tried jointly, before any Grand Jury. 

c. Any written report or document, or portion thereof concerning a physical or 

mental examination, scientific test or experiment relating to this Criminal 

proceeding and made by or at the request or direction of a public servant 

engaged in law enforcement activity or was made by a person whom the 

prosecutor intends to call as a witness at trial, or which the people intend to 

introduce at trial; 



d. Any photograph or drawing relating to this Criminal proceeding made or 

completed by a public servant engaged in law enforcement activity or which 

was made by a person whom the prosecutoJ intends to call as a witness, or 

which the People intend to introduce at trial; 

e. Any photograph, photocopy or other reproduction made by or at the direction 

of a Police Officer, Peace Officer or prosecutor of any property prior to its 

release pursuant to the provisions of Section 450.10 of the CPL, irrespective 

of whether the People intend to introduce at trial the property or the 

photograph, photocopy or other reproduction. 

f. Any property allegedly obtained from the defendant or co-defendant to be 

tried jointly; 

g. Any tapes or other electronic recordings which tl1e prosecutor intends to 

introduce at trial, irrespective of whether such recordings were made during 

the course of tl1e criminal transaction; 

h. Anything required to be disclosed, prior to trial, to tl1e defendant by the 

prosecutor, pursuant to tl1e Constitution of this State or of the United States; 

1. All evidence which tends to impeach the credibility of any prosecution 

witness in accordance with [UNITED STATES v. GIGLIO, 405 U.S. 150 

(1972); 

J. Any 911 recordings of communications; and 

k. Any radio nm, and/or other police communications recorded concerning the 

descriptions of the perpetrators; 

I. Any photographs of the property seized from Mr. Singh; 



IV. MOTION FOR DISCOVERY 

Pursuant to Section 240.40( l)(a), the defendant moves for discovery of the following items on the 

grounds that discovery of all such is material to the preparation of the defense and that the requests herein 

are reasonable. The defendant moves this Court to order the prosecution to disclose. 

a. The name(s), address( es), and birth date(s) of any and all civilian witness( es) 

present at the time of the alleged occurrence. 

b. The names, shield numbers and commands of any Police Officers present at 

the time of the alleged occurrence. 

c. The names, shield numbers and commands of any and all police Officers 

present at the time of the defendant's arrest and the location, date and time of 

said arrest. 

d. The names(s), address( es) and birth date(s) of any and all civilian witness( es) 

and birth date(s) of any civilian witness(es) present at the time of the 

defendant's arrest. 

e. All reports, forms, memoranda, notes or recordings made pursuant to Police 

Department regulations including, but not limited to, UF 61, DD 5, arrest 

reports, memorandum book entries, arresting officer's information, pre

arraignment form, undercover buy reports, ghost reports, and tactical plans. 

f If any property was allegedly obtained from the defendant or co-defendant, 

state where said property was recovered, by whom said property was 

recovered, and provide defense counsel with a copy of the voucher for said 

property. 

g. State whether there was any out-of-Court identification by any prosecution 

witness of the defendant. 



h. If the answer to letter (g) is in the affirmative, specify the type of the 

identification including, but not limited to, the following: A line-up; single 

photograph; photographic array; or corporeal show-up. 

i. State the dates, time and place of said procedure. Also state the names, 

addresses and dates of birth of all persons present, civilian and Police. 

J. If the defendant is alleged to have made a statement as in letter (a) of the 

Demand of Discovery, set forth the location, dated and time of each alleged 

statement. Also specify the names, shield numbers and commands of any law 

enforcement officers and the names, addresses and dates of birth of any 

civilians present at each of the places and times infra. 

k. Whether it is alleged defendant received warnings pursuant to MIRANDA v. 

ARIZONA, 384 US. 416. If so, provide the names, shield number and 

command of the officer who allegedly gave the warnings. 

l. Provide copies of the arrest records, the true names, aliases and dates of birth 

of all prosecution witnesses. 

m. State any additional overt acts not presently set forth or manifested in the 

Indictment the People intend to offer into evidence upon the trial of the 

instant indictment. 

n. Allow the defendant's attorney to examine any real evidence relevant to this 

case, which is in the possession of or subject to the control of the People. 

o. Provide any police paper work, including online booking sheets, of any co

defendants, or other individual detained at about the time of defendant's 

arrest; 

p. Provide any photographs of apprehended or detained individuals at about the 

time of defendant's arrests. 



V. BILL OF PARTICULARS 

The defendant respectfully moves for a Bill of Particular as follows: 

a. State the date and time when and place where alleged incident(s) 

occurred. 

b. Specify the subsections of the relevant Penal Law Sections, which 

the defendant is accused of violating. 

c. State the date and time when and place of the alleged crime. 

d. Set forth the specific acts allegedly committed by the defendant 

under each Count of the Indictment. 

e. Identify if defendant will be alleged to have acted as a principal in 

any transaction, or as an accomplice; 

f. Identify the conduct defendant allegedly engaged in that District 

Attorney will present to evidence defendant was acting as an 

accessory. 

If we are to be prepared to meet the charges against our client, it is necessary that we be informed of the 

items set forth above. We believe that without such particulars, we cannot safely proceed to Trial in this 

action and that his defense will be greatly jeopardized by our failure to receive such information. We 

further believe that such information is within the control and knowledge of the District Attorney of tl1e 

County of Queens and that san1e may not be obtained from any other source. 

VI. MOTION FOR PRECLUSION AND/OR SUPPRESSION OF 

TANGIBLE EVIDENCE 

The seizure of any property, specifically the kirpans from defendant's person and any other 

property recovered from defendant's person on tl1e day of his arrest, was unlawful and any evidence 



recovered must be suppressed. See CPL § 710.20(1). Defendant denies that he engaged in any unlawful 

activity on the day of his arrest. Defendant states that on the day and time of his arrest he was walking on 

a public street in the vicinity of his residence en route to a house of wo(ship. Defendant denies that on the 

day of his arrest he displayed the kirpans in open view. Upon information and belief, the arresting officer 

was not able to observe the kirpan as it was sheathed or covered by clothing, and any allegations that he 

could make such an observation by the arresting officers was made purely to justify their unlawful 

detention and search of defendant. Further, defendant specifically refused to consent to a search of his 

person and a seizure of their articles of faith, including the kirpas from his person. The arresting officers 

had no lawful basis to approach defendant, physically restrain him, and search his person and seize the 

kirpans from his person. The kirpans were not in plain view or visible to the naked eye and were not such 

that through an observation of the naked eye any person could determine that these items were property 

that would be prohibited by law. The arresting officers without a reasonable basis simply stopped 

defendant, and subjected him to search. To the extent that the property, specifically the kirpans were 

seized from defendant's person after the arresting officers arrested defendant without reasonable cause to 

believe he had participated in an offense, requires suppression of the aforementioned property or in the 

alternative defendant requests a hearing to determine the legality of his seizure and the search of his 

person. 

Defendant also requests that the Court direct the People to disclose any other evidence that was 

seized in this case as a result of this arrest so that the defense may determine whether defendant may 

move to suppress this additional evidence. 

To the extent that any evidence was obtained as a result of an unlawful seizure it must be 

suppressed. Wong Sun v. United States, 371 U.S. 471,(1963); People v. Sobotker, 43 N.Y.2d 559 (1978); 

see also, Kamins, New York Search and Seizure at 365 [2002 ed.]. That doctrine is not limited to 

suppression of physical tangible evidence but applies as well to evidence which flows from illegal 

seizures, such as verbal statements, identifications and testimony at trial as to matters observed during or 



resulting from the unlawful seizure. Wong Sun v. United States, supra; Dunaway v. New York, 442 U:S. 

200 (1979); People v. May, 81N.Y.2d725 (1992);People v. Gethers, 86 N.Y.2d 159 (1995); and People 

v. Rossi, 80 N.Y.2d 952 (1992,), rearg. den. 81 N.Y.2d 835 (1993). 

Accordingly, defendant requests that the Court direct the District Attorney to disclose in writing 

whether any other evidence was seized in this case, the nature of such evidence seized, and the place 

where or the manner in which such evidence was seized. Further, the defense requests leave to file a 

further motion to suppress such evidence after the People have made such disclosures. 

VII. MOTION TO PRECLUDE/SUPRESS INTRODUCTION OF 

DEFENDANT'S STATEMENTS 

The People have failed to give notice within fifteen (15) days of defendant's arraignment 

that they will introduce defendant's statements at trial. Accordingly, the People are to be 

precluded from introducing defendant's statements at trial. See CPL§§ 7 10.30(2), 7 10.30(3). 

To extent the People have given notice of their intent to introduce any statements made 

by defendant, such statements must be suppressed as they were involuntarily made. Any 

statements made by defendant were in response to police questioning. Further the statements 

were made while defendant was in custody and without the officers having read to him or her 

Miranda warnings. Accordingly, the statements made by defendant, if any, must be suppressed 

as they were involuntarily made statements. Alternatively, defendant requests a hearing to 

determine whether the statements were voluntary. 

Further, the statements made by defendant, if any, must be suppressed as they were 

obtained, as previously set forth, as a result of an unlawful arrest and must be suppressed as the 

fruit of that unlawful arrest. 



VIII. MOTION TO PRECLUDE IDENTIFICATON TESTIMONY 

The People have failed to give written notice of testimony regarding an observation of the 

defendant either at the time or place of the commission of the offense or upon some other 

occasion relevant to the case, to be given by a witness who has previously identified him as such. 

See CPL 710.30(!)(b). To the extent the People intend to offer testimony at trial concerning a 

prior identification relevant to this case, the identification testimony must be precluded as the 

People have failed to give notice that they intend on introducing such evidence at trial. See CPL 

§ § 7 10.30(2), 7 10.30(3). 

IX. MOTION TO INSPECT TANGIBLE PROPERTY RECOVERED 

Defendant requests that the Court direct the District Attorney to preserve and not dispose 

of the tangible property, specifically the kirpans and any other property recovered from 

defendant, and any co-defendant. The aforementioned property is relevant and material to the 

proper defense of defendant's case, and is in the custody of the NYC Police Department, 

Property Clerk. Defendant requests the opportunity to inspect such property, and/or cause 

defendant's expert to examine such property a reasonable time prior to trial so that defendant 

may properly defend these proceedings. Accordingly, defendant requests that the Court direct 

the People to preserve the aforementioned propef!Y and to arrange a mutually convenient time 

and place with defense counsel where defense counsel and an expert can inspect the 

aforementioned property. 

XI. RESERVATION OF RIGHTS 

Pursuant to section 255.20 (3) of the CPL, defendant respectfully reserves the right to 

move to suppress physical evidence and/or identification testimony and to move for a severance 



and make any other :appropriate pre-trial Motions based upon ground of which the defendant 

could not have been previously aware, or which, for other good cause could not reasonably have 

been raised within the period specified in 255.20 (!). 

WHEREFORE, your deponents respectfully request that the foregoing Motions be 

granted and for such other and further relief which as to this Court may seem just and proper. 

DATED: New York, New York 
September 3, 2015 

TO HON. RICHARD BROWN 
DISTRICT ATTORNEY 
QUEENS COUNTY 

Respectfully submitted: 

'.C��.11c0 
ENRICO DEMARCO, ESQ. 
Attorney for the Defendant VIRENDER SINGH 

118-21 Queens Blvd., Suite 603 
Forest Hills, New York 1 1375 
(718) 520-7500 

��c-�-:--. 
MANMEET SINGH MEHENDIRATTA, ESQ. 

Attorney for the Defendant VIRENDER SINGH 
118-21 Queens Blvd. Suite 603 

Forest Hills, NY 11375 

(347) 484-1512 
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CRIMINAL COUl<-'J: OF 'J:'BE CITY 01!' NEW YORK 
PART APAR, COUNTY OF QUEENS 

THE PEOPLE OP THE STA!'l': OF NEW YORK 

v 

VIRENDER SINGH (17Y) 

I 
I 
I 

DBFENDANTj 
I 
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DETECTIVE WARREN BROWN OF NAR.COTICS BOROUG� QUEENS, TAX REG#; 943030, 
--- "BBING -um:;r SWQ\{N ' DEPQ;;;,,,s AND SATI>"THlfl 0):1 OR tIBDUT'"iJUiiY- ·:;r---:;nn-s---- -------·- ·-------- ----- ---·--· 

BE'l'WB:EN 5;05PM }\J)lp 5;10J"M, IN FRONT OF 119-6S 130 STREET, COUNTY OF 
QUE;r!MS, .STATE OF NEW YORK, TI!E DEFENDANT co�:i:TTED THE OFFENSE OF: 

p� �65.01-2 [AM] CRIMINJ\L POSSESSION OF A WE:J<WON IN THE FOURTH DEGREE 

� (DNA SAMPLE REQUIEJ;!D UPON CONVICTION) 

FL 265.0l-2 [AM] CRIMINAL POSSESSION QF A WEl\l'ON IN '.!:HE FOURTH DEGREE -
(DNA S1'1'1PLE REQUIJ.<ED UPON CONVICTJ:ON)' 

--- POSSESS A DAGGER� DANGEROUS l:CUIFE, DIRK, RAZOF" STILETTO, 

IMITATION PISTOL;. SHIRKEN or KUNG. FU STAR 'OR ANOTHER DANGEROUS OR 
DEADLY INST'<tlME:NT OR WEAPON WITH INTE:l<fT TO USE THE SAME 
UNLAWFULLY AGAINST .MTOTHER PERSON. 

THE ABO'll'E OFFENSE WAS COMMl'PJ:ED · AS FOLLOWSe 

DEPONENT STAl"ES THAT ON THE A.BOVJ::l Mr:;l)!TIONED TIMB, DATE, .A])JD LOCATION 

OF OCCOlo.HENCE, HE OBSERVEll THE DEFENDANT, VL"<,EIIDER SINGH, WllLKIN<:l · 

V'lTH ,_ !lJ.\OOER CLIJ?PED TO HIS WAISTBAND_ 

DEPONE.N'T FURTHER STATES THAT HE OBSERVED ANO RECOVERED S.1\ID DAGGER 
FROM THE DEFENDANT'S WAISTBAh--U AND ANCTSER DAGGER FROM THE INSIDE OF T!IE 
DEJ?ENDANT'S SHIRT_ 

DE�ONENT Flll<.THER STATES THAT HIS CONCLUSION THAT SAID OBJECTS AJ\E 
DAGGERS IS BASED UPON EXS TRAJ:NXNG AND EXPERIENCE 11$ A POLICE OFFICER 
IN THE IDENT�PICATION OF DEADLY W:;:APONS. 
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�ALSE STATEMENTS MADE IN THIS DOCUMENT .A.RE 
PUNISRl\BLE AS A CLASS A MISDEMEANOR PURSUANT 
TO SECTION 210 .45 OF THE PElilJ>,L LAW 

SWORN TO BEFOM ME ON THE 
bll\X OF 

--- - ·-·-·---·-.. .,- .. .--·· -.�. - -·-·---· --- ·- -


